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Suspended Slate Rocks



Suspended Slate Rocks - I remember the cold Colorado winter day when I was out in the rock-yard banging on piles 
of rocks with a mallet.  The guys that worked there thought I was nuts! I explained to them that some rocks can be used 
as musical instruments and also make some very definite pitches.... they thought that was cool and next thing I know 
there’s three other guys digging through a pile of rocks with me and banging on each one to find the “magical sound”. 
This is definitely one of the more unusual sound sets in this collection. I don’t believe you’ll find this sample set 
anywhere else.
The slate rocks were recorded in  stereo with a set of Nuemann KM 184 omni mics and a Grace Designs 201 mic pre-
amp.These were recorded at 24 bit resolution and then dithered down to 16 bits. You’ll notice that the slate rock 
numbering system I’ve used is not consecutive...they are numbered 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 10, and 11. I actually sampled 15 
different slate rocks, I chose to use 7 of those rocks in this sample set. When a program indicates “samples at pitch” we 
have a mapping of that particular rock mapped out at it’s original pitch mapped chromatically with different types of 
hits with everything fromsoft mallets, hard mallets, sticks, to the flesh of my hand. Programs with “pitch scaling” in the 
title mean that the pitch of the rocks ascend as you go up the keyboard, which seems “normal”. However it is not at all 
normal when pertaining to one rock. One rock makes one or perhaps as many as three different pitches depending on 
where it it hit. But the basic nature of a percussion instrument is one pitch only, however they do take on very different 
traits when transposed and can be quite effective musically. programs indicating “random pitch maps” are just that......... 
the pitch of each key is determined by myself in a somewhat random manner. So you can play in a “linear” manner and 
get non-linear results. many programs employ transposing the samples downward, these rocks have a wonderful sonic 
quality when transposed downward... the overtones play back at a slower speed thus making them a bit more “present”. 
Combination maps like “map 1 & 2 layers 2 different rocks on top of each other. Sometimes I’ll transpose only one of 
the layers down an octave... sometimes this effect will be controlled by the Mod Wheel position. starting at program 
#40 you have maps # 1, 2, and 3. These are mixed and matched maps from various rocks. One map may contain sam-
ples from rocks 2, 8 and 11, the next map might use 4, 9, and 10. MANY combinations are possible here.... I had to stop 
somewhere! There are also come “maps” which include just “sharp” attacks. These were mostly produced by hitting the 
rock with a wooden stick. “Velocity Combination” presets bring in another layer of mixed and matched keymaps when 
velocity levels increase. Special thanks to my friend Tom Wasinger who tutored me in the art of slate rock selection and 
musical applications

GENERAL LICENSE CONDITIONS: You may use these samples in any type of music production, i.e. making demos, 
records, remixes, commercials, jingles, post productions, commissioned pieces, soundtracks for film, theatre, musicals, 
live performances, computer games or multimedia.

Samples may not be utilized or resold in the form of Library Music or Sample-related endeavors (e.g. “Joe’s Sample 
Collection” which contains our products). Written permission from Bolder Sounds is required. You CAN NOT trade, 
re-sell, lend, rent, copy, duplicate, upload or download to any database, BBS, or Server any of our sounds because 
Bolder Sounds owns the rights to the samples, Bolder is licensing these to a single user for music production.

* On a personal note.......... Please think twice before making a copy of this disc for a friend or anyone else. All the 
legal mumbo jumbo in the world is not going to stop piracy of discs such as this. Many hours of work has gone into 
this disc, I have also gone to great lengths to make this disc as affordable as I can so that this disc is NOT pirated. As 
always.......... please put yourself in our shoes before making a decision whether to copy this data for purposes of piracy 
or not.

Thank You!
Dennis @ Bolder http://boldersounds.com


